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R. H. G. Thomas, The Liverpool and Manchester Railway, B. T. 
Batsford Ltd., London, 1980, 264 pp. Price £15.

The one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the opening of the Liverpool 
and Manchester Railway has been marked by the publication of a new 
work which provides an excellent guide to its early difficulties and opera 
tions. It is, of course, the latest in a number of studies which have 
examined various aspects of the world's first 'real' railway but this in no 
way diminishes its value. The author, clearly an enthusiast, has produced 
a book which deals comprehensively with the formation of the company, 
the actual construction, the 'Rainhill' trials and the opening ceremonies. 
Subsequent chapters are concerned with the experiences of the travellers, 
the relations with other railways, the development of stations, the role of 
the staff and the problems encountered with the operation as a whole and 
with locomotives and rolling stock in particular.

Serious incidents involving passengers were rare and only one fatality 
occurred in the first two years although nearly one million people had been 
carried. Nevertheless accidents did take place with some regularity and at 
some cost to the Company's employees and its equipment. Consequently, 
in his later chapters, Mr Thomas traces the way in which rules and regu 
lations were gradually evolved in the light of each new experience and 
then outlines the emergence of state interest and legislation.

The Stockton and Darlington Line had begun its operations in 1825 but 
this used steam to only a limited extent and all of its passengers were 
conveyed in horse-drawn coaches. Consequently the Liverpool and Man 
chester is rightly regarded as having established the pattern which proved 
to be the inspiration for the future expansion of railways throughout 
Britain and, eventually, the rest of the world. As pioneers the Company 
had the obvious task of utilising the very imperfect locomotives of the 
day. They quickly found that the existing specification and performance 
of practically everything from axles to wheels was not capable of sustained 
work and for a time it was difficult to maintain sufficient locomotives and 
rolling stock to meet the demand. This proved to be mainly for the carriage 
of passengers, in spite of previous forecasts, and goods services were rele 
gated to a very definite second place.

The overcoming of technical problems was only a small aspect of the 
Liverpool and Manchester's difficulties. The public had to be educated so 
as to travel by train in safety, while arrangements to keep the line clear of 
obstructions, including animals and humans, also required constant atten 
tion. The training and organisation of staff, the establishment of working 
practices, the evolution of book-keeping systems and the development of 
signalling all took time and were essential to the profitable working of the 
line. Perhaps just as significant was the need for the Company to adapt 
its original ideas as it became clear that the impact of the railway went far 
beyond the provision of a cheap and quick method of transport and that 
it was destined to provide the means of transforming both the economic 
and social structure of the nation.

To the credit of the Liverpool and Manchester it made details of its
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progress freely available to all so that new companies could benefit from 
its experience. This ensured that the expansion of the rail network pro 
ceeded without undue delay and undoubtedly saved enormous amounts of 
capital and, perhaps, lives.

Although costing the still substantial sum of £15 the work represents 
good value. It includes a vast number of black and white photographs and 
sketches together with many plans and working drawings. Inevitably Mr 
Thomas's study has its strengths and weaknesses which probably reflect his 
own particular interests. Thus the mechanical and operational sections are 
really well done but what might be described as the 'business history' aspect 
is rather thin. It may be, however, that the author has judged his reader 
ship quite accurately. This is a book of sound academic quality but it is 
also designed to interest the general public and in this I am certain that it 
will succeed.

University of Liverpool . P. N. Davies

John Langton, Geographical Change and Industrial Revolution, 
Coalmining in South West Lancashire, 7590-1799. Cambridge 
University Press, 1979, xiv + 322 pp. Price £19.50.

The history of the coalmining industry received such a magnificent im 
petus from John Nef in the early thirties that it is only recently that any 
attempts have been made to revise and advance upon that great work, or 
extend its coverage into a later period. Though admirable for its insights 
into such things as monopolistic organization, entrepreneuriship and the 
situation of labour, the depth of research behind Ashton and Sykes' book 
on the eighteenth century coal industry was by no means so great. It has 
always seemed that regional studies of an intensive kind would be the 
likely way forward, and a good deal has been done in the last forty years 
or so for almost every coalfield. Yet the success with which the develop 
ment of mining in such regions has been related to the regional economy, 
to the general pattern of industrial activity, to technical change, has natur 
ally varied widely in such works.

Dr Langton's book marks a notable advance. No coalfield has been 
examined with such thoroughness, with such quantitative skill, with such a 
determination to extract every possible relevance from the material. Having 
worked thirty years ago on one of the major components of the coalfield, no 
one appreciates better than the reviewer the extent of Dr Langton's im 
provement on previous knowledge. One problem, however, for many local 
historians will be the Introduction, in which Dr Langton examines some 
theoretical explicatory models in location theory. This is partly a necessary 
self-protective exercise in professionalism, young scholars practicing in 
areas like economic history or economic geography are nowadays regarded 
as being in a state of unseemly nakedness unless their work is garbed in a 
model. The models Dr Langton examines have the usual incapacity to 
explain anything as complex as real historical situations, though he does 
suggest that trying them out has been a kind of limbering up exercise or 
circuit training, which has been valuable in his intellectual preparation for 
writing the book. Perhaps he will permit me to pay him the left-handed 
compliment that I am sure that a man of his intelligence could have 
arrived at virtually everything in the models by the use of his own wits.
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After the Introduction, the narrative is divided into the periods 1590-1689; 
1690-1739; and 1740-99: each period is examined first for the colliery 
locational pattern found within it and then for the factors which affected 
the pattern.

In the first period, the quantity of coal used for industrial purposes was 
much less than that used domestically, and there was, of course, a consider 
able relation between local population density and coal demand, particu 
larly in a field which had then limited exports; but here it was significant 
that the local population was already relatively dense by national standards, 
though large towns were few. Nevertheless, nailmaking was well estab 
lished and a considerable number of pewterers and braziers congregated in 
Wigan. Langton correctly points out that turf still had a place as fuel 
both in this period and later. There is a good discussion of the technology of 
mining and the importance of the sough or adit for the larger pits and of 
the nature of the workforce. While not the only source of capital or 
entrepreneurship, the local gentry were the main influence in opening up 
most of the coalfield, though papists and royalists (as so many were) did not 
have a happy financial history in the seventeenth or early eighteenth cen 
turies, and this was no doubt why a strong 'colliery gentry' never emerged 
to the extent it did in the North-East. Collieries generally were small, often 
abandoned quickly or operated intermittently. Output, possibly rising from 
about 14,000 to about 22,000 tons between 1590 and 1690, was both smaller 
and of slower growth than Nef had suggested.

On the contrary, Dr Langton shows that, for this coalfield at least, the 
rate of growth in the early eighteenth century was much greater than 
earlier authorities would suggest for national output; local collieries in 
creased from 16 in the i68os to 26 in the 17305. Domestic demand was still 
important. Langton shows the increase in the number of those in coal-using 
occupations, and is particularly good on glassmaking, though there seems 
surprisingly little on the development of toolmaking. This period was one 
where, though he did not by any means disappear, the gentleman coal- 
master became less influential, and the author persuasively suggests that 
this may have been connected with the lack of capital, particularly among 
the Catholic gentry, and an increased willingness to lease collieries at 
favourable rates.

Langton's last period is marked by strong and interesting shifts in bal 
ance between the different sections of the coalfield, in which turnpiking 
and inland navigation, especially the Sankey and the Leeds and Liverpool 
canals, and the Weaver Navigation were vital. Industrial demand grew on 
the saltfield, large units appeared in the glass and copper industries, and 
Langton rightly stresses the important industrial development of Liverpool 
at the period, as well as the demand for coal for the domestic use of its 
population and for shipping. The sections on the stimulus to the coalfield 
by the Leeds and Liverpool Canal give a coherence to the story of this 
important development, and he brings very valuable new material to the 
discussion of the attempts at restrictive practices and cartelization by coal- 
masters, while his demonstration of the way in which certain qualities of 
coal were specific to the needs of particular industries is most interesting. 
The implications of the fact that this coalfield, about half the Lancashire 
field, was producing half as much as the exports of the Tyne, and nearly 
as much as the Wear, are very wide. The region, with a quarter of 
London's population, consumed about as much coal as the capital.

These instances by no means exhaust all the new and useful insights 
of Langton's book. It may be pointed out, however, that the influence of 
steam power is relatively weakly sketched in; its rapid proliferation at the
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end of the century is hardly demonstrated. The depressing influence of 
the American War of Independence on Liverpool and its effects alike on the 
coalmasters of the St Helens and Prescot areas and the pace of develop 
ment of the Wigan area after the completion of the relevant section of the 
Leeds and Liverpool, is hardly brought out. Finally, the heavily, almost 
mechanically, structured nature of the book does not make for easy read 
ing. That, and the price, may mean that the book may make a slower 
impact on local historians than its importance deserves. The jacket illus 
tration, showing collieries and a glasshouse outside Prescot, from a print 
provided by Mrs Dora Bailey, will provoke grateful memories in all those 
who were introduced to the Society by Frank and Dora Bailey or whose 
first ventures into print were made with his kindly encouragement.

University of Birmingham  ,= ' , , . , J.R.Harris

B. E. Harris, ed., The Victoria History of the County of Chester, 
II, published for the Institute of Historical Research by Oxford 
University Press, 1979, xvi+ 266 pp. Price £45.

The publication of the first volume of any Victoria County History series 
is always to be welcomed, and this one especially so, since Cheshire has 
frightened away many historians with its reputation as an oddity amongst 
English counties.

This reputation is derived mainly from the relative inaccessibility of the 
county's administrative records, which are gathered into their own palatin 
ate series, housed by the Public Record Office in its rural depository, away 
from the main national record collections. The belief that Cheshire is an 
oddity also owes much to the exaggeration of its historians, who have 
attempted to hide their own ignorance of matters elsewhere in England, 
by their claims that in Cheshire everything was different. What we learn 
from this volume is that most of the structure of government was modelled 
on the royal household, on central government, and on the same essentials 
of quarters sessions administration as developed elsewhere.

V.CM. Cheshire, II seeks to clear a way through the factual undergrowth 
(one of the most valued V.C.H. principles), and to describe the main 
administrative and political developments within the county: the former 
from 1170-1974 and the latter from 1543-1974. Two shorter sections deal 
with the forests and with population tables.

In the first major section, Brian Harris leads the reader through the 
stages in the county's changing relationship with central government and 
with the earls of Chester. He describes the county's internal structure, its 
officials and their functions, and he provides a particularly useful guide to 
the structural changes of the nineteenth century. In the second major 
section, John Morrill covers some of the familiar ground of his published 
work on the seventeenth century, but in this chronologically extended 
study, he has concentrated his discussion on the parliamentary elections of 
the city of Chester and of the county, considering where possible, the role 
of the county bench as well as the role of 'party' sympathies.

Both these sections are sub-divided chronologically and occasionally the 
sub-divisions are matched between the sections. It is perhaps inevitable 
that they stand side by side as though in different volumes, and conse 
quently the effect is curiously flat and single dimensional. The V.C.H.
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though, is concerned to present the evidence rather than explicit interpre 
tations, and rarely makes concessions to its wider audience. Thus many of 
the interesting aspects of the impact of individuals on the development of 
county administration have been left for future historians to describe.

Similarly students of Cheshire history will be grateful for the 42 pages 
of population tables drawn from the national census returns, 1801-1971, 
which have been provided in this volume. The figures are listed by township 
and parish and, together with the boundary changes noted in the volume, 
will assist students without access to the census abstracts. There is one 
other short section in this volume; a study of the forests of Cheshire by 
Judith Green. It is typical of the scholarly and technically detailed work 
for which the V.CM. is renowned and it describes with great clarity the 
complex administration of the four forests; their courts, customs, and their 
importance as sources of royal revenue.

It is easy to attack the V.C.H. for the narrowness of its approach, its 
rigid format and inflexibility of style, and this volume will provoke as much 
hostile criticism as it will stimulate research. Ultimately though, all his 
torians have to acknowledge a great debt to the V.C.H. for outlining the 
main themes of county history. What a pity though, that the volumes are 
so costly to produce that they are destined for the shelves of libraries rather 
than for the shelves of private individuals.

University of Liverpool ,;'.'!.-..' " Jennifer I. Kermode


